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This concise daily prayer book is designed for those who are 
interested in the practices of various sadhanas and mantras but 
have limited time for the practice of more extensive versions.  All 
the prayers and mantras in this book originate from authentic 
sadhanas composed by enlightened masters and sutras from the 
Buddha.  These very mantras and prayer verses have been practiced 
and blessed by countless accomplished practitioners, Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas. 
 

To prepare for practice and if convenient, set up an altar and 
present water, flower, incense and any other suitable offering on a 
shrine having representations of the Buddha such as a statue or 
picture.  If these are not available, you may visualize Buddha in the 
space in front of you and make mental offerings.  
 

The prayer text begins with general preliminary prayers, 
continues on to the main recitation and meditation practices on 
Buddhas and meditational deities. It finally concludes with 
dedication and aspiration prayers.  One can practice and recite the 
entire text from beginning to end or some particular mantras and 
prayers only.  If one wants to practice part of the text, you still 
should first recite the beginning practice, which contains the Four 
Thoughts, Refuge and Bodhicitta and then perform whichever 
practice one wishes to.  Conclude the session with the Dedication 
and Aspiration prayers.  There are three aspiration prayers.  If you 
cannot do all of them then just say one of the aspiration prayers. 
 

This compilation of Dharma prayers was compiled by Lama 
Phurbu Tashi. Some prayers were also translated by him.  It is being 
made available for free distribution.  Please respectfully treat this 
text as a holy object. 
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Third, at the time of death there is no freedom, due to 
our former actions – karma. Therefore, abandon harmful 
deeds and devote the time always to virtuous action. 
Contemplating in this way, examine the mindstream 
daily. 
 
 

zhi pa khor wai ne drok de jor sok   duk ngal sum 
gyi tak tu nar wai chir 
so sar tri pai she mai ga ton tar     zhen tri chen ne 
tson pai jang chub drub 
Fourth, among the places, friends, happiness, wealth, 
and so on, in cyclic existence, there is constant torment 
from the three types of suffering. It is like the feast 
presented by the executioner as he leads one to the 
execution ground. Having cut the shackles of attachment, 
accomplish enlightenment with diligence! 
 

The Four Common Preliminaries 
 
 

 
dang po gom ja dal jor rin chen di     thob ka jik la 
da re don yo ja Meditate first upon this free and 
endowed precious human existence, so difficult to obtain 
and so easily destroyed. From this moment on – make it 
meaningful.  
 

  
   

nyi pa no chu tham che mi tak ching     go su dro 
waitse sok chu bur dra     nam chi cha me shi tse ro 
ru gur de la cho kyi phen chir tson pe drub 
Second, everything is impermanent, environments and 
their inhabitants. The life force of beings in particular, is 
fragile as a bubble. The hour of death is uncertain, and 
when it arrives we become nothing but corpses. Because 
the dharma is the only help at that time, practice with 
diligence. 
 
 
 

 
sum pa shi tse rang wang mi duk war le ni dak gir 
ja chir dik pa pang 
ge wai ja we tak tu da war ja  zhe sam nyin re 
rang gyu nyi la tak 
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Seven Branch Prayers 
 
 

  
jinyé su dak chok chü jikten na 
To all the buddhas, the lions of the human race, 

  
dü sum shekpa mi yi sengé kün 
In all directions of the universe, through past and present 
and future: 

  
dak gi malü dedak tamché la 
To every single one of you, I bow in homage; 

  
lü dang ngak yi dangwé chak gyi o 
Devotion fills my body, speech and mind. 

  
zangpo chöpé mönlam tob dak gi 
Through the power of this prayer, aspiring to Good 
Action, 

  
gyalwa tamché yi kyi ngönsum du 
All the victorious ones appear, vivid here before my mind 

  
shying gi dul nyé lü rab tüpa yi 
And I multiply my body as many times as atoms in the 
universe, 

General Refuge Prayers 
 
  

Lama la kyab su chio  
I go for refuge to the Gurus 
  
sang gye la kyab su chio  
I go for refuge to the Buddhas 
  
cho la kyab su chio 
I go for refuge to the Dharma  
 

 
ge dun la kyab su chio 
I go for refuge to the Sangha 
 

Recite as much as can 
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dewar shekpa tamché dak gi tö 
And praise all those who have gone to perfect bliss. 

  
metok dampa trengwa dampa dang 
To every buddha, I make offerings: 

  
silnyen nam dang jukpa duk chok dang 
Of the loveliest flowers, of beautiful garlands, 

  
marmé chok dang dukpö dampa yi 
Of music and perfumed ointments, the best of parasols, 

  
gyalwa dedak la ni chöpar gyi 
The brightest lamps and finest incense. 

  
naza dampa nam dang dri chok dang  
To every buddha, I make offerings: 

  
chema purma rirab nyampa dang 
Exquisite garments and the most fragrant scents, 

  
köpa khyepar pakpé chok kün gyi 
Powdered incense, heaped as high as Mount Meru, 

  
gyalwa dedak la ni chöpar gyi 
Arranged in perfect symmetry. 

  
gyalwa kün la rabtu chaktsal lo 
Each one bowing in prostration to all the buddhas. 
 

  
dul chik teng na dul nyé sangye nam 
In every atom preside as many buddhas as there are 
atoms, 

  
sangye sé kyi ü na shyukpa dak 
And around them, all their bodhisattva heirs: 

  
detar chö kyi ying nam malüpa 
And so I imagine them filling 

  
tamché gyalwa dak gi gangwar mö 
Completely the entire space of reality. 

  
dedak ngakpa mizé gyatso nam 
Saluting them with an endless ocean of praise, 

  
yang kyi yenlak gyatsö dra kün gyi 
With the sounds of an ocean of different melodies 

  
gyalwa kün gyi yönten rab jö ching 
I sing of the buddhas’ noble qualities, 
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With a heart full of delight, I rejoice at all the merits 
  

ranggyal nam dang lob dang mi lob dang 
Of buddhas and bodhisattvas, 

  
drowa kün gyi sönam gangla yang 
Pratyekabuddhas, those in training and the arhats 
beyond training, 

  
dedak kün gyi jesu dak yi rang 
And every living being, throughout the entire universe. 

  
gang nam chok chü jikten drönma nam 
You who are like beacons of light shining through the 
worlds, 

  
changchub rimpar sangye machak nyé 
Who passed through the stages of enlightenment, to 
attain buddhahood, freedom from all attachment, 

  
gönpo dedak dak gi tamché la 
I exhort you: all of you protectors, 

  
khorlo lanamepar korwar kul 
Turn the unsurpassable wheel of Dharma. 

  
nya ngen da tön gang shyé dedak la 

  
chöpa gang nam lamé gya chewa 
Then the vast and unsurpassable offerings— 

  
dedak gyalwa tamché la yang mö 
Inspired by my devotion to all the buddhas, and 

  
zangpo chö la depé tob dak gi 
Moved by the power of my faith in Good Actions— 

  
gyalwa kün la chaktsal chöpar gyi 
I prostrate and offer to all you victorious ones. 

  
döchak shyedang timuk wang gi ni 
Whatever negative acts I have committed, 

  
lü dang ngak dang deshyin yi kyi kyang 
While driven by desire, hatred and ignorance, 

  
dikpa dak gi gyipa chi chipa 
With my body, my speech and also with my mind, 

  
dedak tamché dak gi sosor shak 
Before you, I confess and purify each and every one. 

  
chok chü gyalwa kün dang sangye sé 
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Mandala Offering 

 
 

  
sa shyi pö chü juk shing métok tram 
The ground is purified with scented water and strewn 
with flowers. 
 

  
rirap ling shyi nyi dé gyenpa di 
It is adorned with Sumeru, the king of mountains, the 
four quarters of the universe, and the sun and the moon; 
 

  
sangyé shying du mik té pulwa yi 
Thinking of it as the blessed buddha-fields, I offer it. 
 

  
dro kun namdak shying la chöpar shok 
By virtue of this offering, may all beings here and now 
attain the happiness of that pure land! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Joining my palms together, I pray  

  
drowa kün la pen shying dewé chir 

na, 
  

kalpa shying gi dul nyé shyukpar yang 
Remain, for aeons as many as the atoms in this world, 

  
dak gi talmo rab jar solwar gyi 
And bring well-being and happiness to all living beings. 

  
chaktsalwa dang chö ching shakpa dang 
What little virtue I have gathered through my homage, 

   
jesu yi rang kul shying solwa yi 
Through offering, confession, and rejoicing, 
 

  
gewa chungzé dak gi chi sakpa 
Through exhortation and prayer—all of it 

  
tamché dak gi changchub chir ngo o 
I dedicate to the enlightenment of all beings! 
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tamché dak gi changchub chir ngo o 
I dedicate to the enlightenment of all beings! 
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Mandala Offering 
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na, 
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And bring well-being and happiness to all living beings. 

  
chaktsalwa dang chö ching shakpa dang 
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jesu yi rang kul shying solwa yi 
Through offering, confession, and rejoicing, 
 

  
gewa chungzé dak gi chi sakpa 
Through exhortation and prayer—all of it 

  
tamché dak gi changchub chir ngo o 
I dedicate to the enlightenment of all beings! 
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Invoking the Blessings of the Kagyü Lineage  

‘Dorjechang Thungma’  
composed by Bengar Jampal Zangpo 

 

   
dorje chang chen telo naro dang 
Great Vajradhara, Tilopa and Naropa, 

   
marpa mila chöjé gampopa 
Marpa, Milarepa, and Gampopa, lord of Dharma, 

  
dü sum sheja künkhyen karmapa 
You who know all past, present and future—the Karmapa, 

  
che shyi chung gyé gyüpar dzin nam dang 
Holders of the four earlier and eight later lineages,  
 

  
dri tak tsal sum palden drukpa sok 
Drikung, Taklung, Tsalpa, the glorious Drukpa and the 
rest, 

  
zablam chakgya ché la nganyepé 
Masters of the profound path of Mahamudra, 
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mögü gom gyi gowor sungpa shyin 
Devotion is the head of meditation; so it is taught. 

  
mengak tergo jepé lama la 
The lama opens the door to the treasure of the pith 
instructions; 

  
gyündu solwa debpé gomchen la 
Praying constantly to him, inspire this meditator 

  
chömin mögü kyewar jingyi lob 
With your blessing, so that uncontrived devotion is born 
within me. 
 

  
yengmé gom gyi ngöshyir sungpa shyin 
Non-distraction is the main body of meditation; so it is 
taught. 

  
gangshar tokpé ngowo soma dé 
Whatever arises, in that very essence of thought, fresh, 
natural, 

  
machö dekar jokpé gomchen la 
Unaltered—leaving it just there, inspire this meditator 
 

  
nyammé dro gön dakpo kagyü la 
Unequalled protectors of beings, the Dakpo Kagyü, 

  
solwa deb so kagyü lama nam 
To all of you, the Kagyü lamas, I pray: inspire me  

  
gyüpa dzin no namtar jingyi lob 
With your blessing to uphold this lineage, and follow you 
to liberation. 
 

  
shyenlok gom gyi kangpar sungpa shyin 
Revulsion for samsara is the feet of meditation; so it is 
taught. 

  
zé nor kün la chak shyen mepa dang 
Free of craving and attachment to things like food and 
wealth, 

  
tsé di dö takchöpé gomchen la 
Having severed the ties to this life, inspire this meditator 

  
nyekur shyenpa mepar jingyi lob 
With your blessing, to be rid of addiction to possessions 
and fame. 
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With your blessing, to be rid of addiction to possessions 
and fame. 
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sa dang lam gyi yönten rabdzok né 
Mastering completely the qualities of the path and 
stages, 
 

   
dorje chang gi gopang nyur tob shok 
May I swiftly attain the sublime state of Vajradhara. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
gomja lo dangdral bar jingyi lob 
With your blessing, so my meditation is free from 
conceptual mind. 
 

  
namtok ngowo chökur sungpa shyin 
The nature of thoughts is dharmakaya; so it is taught. 

  
chiyang mayin chiryang charwa la 
They are nothing whatsoever, yet appear as anything at 
all, 

  
magak rolpa charwé gomchen la 
Arising as an unceasing display; inspire this meditator 

  
khordé yermé tokpar jingyi lob 
With your blessing, to realize that samsara and nirvana 
are not separate. 
  
 

  
kyewa küntu yangdak lama dang 
In all my lives, may I never be separate 

  
dralmé chö kyi pal la longchö ching 
From the perfect lama, and so enjoy the splendour of 
Dharma; 

  
sa dang lam gyi yönten rabdzok né 
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Dharma; 
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Buddha Shakyamuni 
 

   
tabkhé tukjé shakyé rik su trung 
With skillful means and compassion, you were born in the 

 

  
shyen gyi mitub dü kyi pung jompa 
Unconquerable by others, you  

  
ser gyi lhünpo tabur jipé ku 
Your physical form resplendent, like a mountain of gold. 

  
shakyé gyalpo khyö la chaktsal lo 
To you, the King of the  pay homage!  
 

    
lama tönpa chomdendé deshyin shekpa drachompa 
yangdakpar dzokpé sangye pal gyalwa shakya 
tubpa la chak tsal lo chö do kyab su chi o 
Supreme guru, bhagavan, tathagata, arhat, complete 
and perfect Buddha, glorious conqueror, Shakyamuni 
Buddha, to you I pay homage! To you I make offerings! 
In you I take refuge! 
  

Then, as a means of invoking his wisdom mind, recite as many times as 
you can the following dharani, which is taught in the abridged 

Prajnaparamita: 
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perfection from which we will never return again to 
samsara. 
 

  
dewar shekpa khyé ku chi dra dang 
O Sugata, may I and others have a form, 

  
khor dang ku tséi tsé dang shying kham dang 
An entourage, a life-span, a pure realm 

   
khyé kyi tsen chok zangpo chi drawa 
And sublime marks of perfection 

  
dé dra khonar dak sok gyurwar shok 
Exactly like you. 

  
khyé la to ching solwa tabpé tu 
Through the power of our praising you and this prayer, 

  
dak sok gang na népé sa chok su 
In whatever lands we dwell, may 

  
né don wul pong tab tso shyiwa dang 
Illness, negativity, poverty, and conflict be quelled, 

  
cho dang trashi pelwar dzé du sol 
And dharma and auspiciousness increase and spread. 
  

  
TEYATA OM MUNÉ MUNÉ MAHA MUNAYÉ SOHA 
 

 
Then recite, as many times as possible, the same mantra from om onwards: 

 
  

OM MUNÉ MUNÉ MAHA MUNAYÉ SOHA 
 

  
  

 
During all this, bring to mind the Buddha’s qualities and, with a mind full 

of devotion, concentrate one-pointedly on the clear visualization of his 
form. Then, through the power of uttering the names of the Buddha and 

reciting his dharani, imagine that: 
 
 

 
tönpé ku lé yeshe kyi özer natsokpé nangwa 
chenpö dak dang semchen tamché kyi dribpa 
tamché sal shying 
From the Buddha’s body there emanates a great 
radiance, of multi-coloured rays of wisdom light, 
dispelling all our own and others’ obscurations, 
 

 
tekpa chenpö lam gyi yönten tsulshyin du kyé té 
chirmidokpé sa nönpar sam 
And causing all the genuine qualities of the Mahayana 
path to arise within us, so that we attain the level of 

perfection from which we will never return again to 
samsara. 
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path to arise within us, so that we attain the level of 
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Amitayus, Buddha of Limitless Life and Wisdom 

 

  
jikten drenpé tsowo tsepakmé 
Buddha of Infinite Life, foremost guide for beings in this 
world, 

   
dü min chiwa malü jompé pal 
Your glory overcomes all untimely death, 

  
gönmé dukngal gyurpa nam kyi kyap 
You are a refuge for those of us who suffer without 
protection— 

  
sangye tsepakmé la chak tsal lo 
To you, Buddha Amitayus, I pay homage! 
 

  
      

 
  

 

OM NAMO BHAGAWATE APARIMITA AYUR JNANA 
SUBINITSITA TEDZO RADZAYA TATHAGATAYA 
ARHATE SAMYAK SAMBUDDHAYA TEYATA OM 
PUNYE PUNYE MAHA PUNYE APARIMITA PUNYE 
APARIMITA PUNYE JNANA SAMBHARO PATSITE OM 
SARWA SAMSKARA PARISHUDDHA DHARMATE 
GAGANA SAMUDGATE SOBHAWA BISHUDDHE 
MAHANAYA PARIWARE SOHA 

  
OM AMARANI DZIWENTI YE SOHA  
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 Amitabha, Buddha of Limitless Light  
 

  
dechen shying du chö kyi khorlo kor 
In the realm of Sukhavati, you turn the wheel of Dharma, 
 

  
semchen nam la taktu tukjé zik 
Gazing on living beings with all your compassion, 
 

  
damcha jishyin drowé tön dzepa 
And acting for their benefit, just as you vowed— 
 

  
nang ta nyamshyak dze la chak tsal lo 
To you, Amitabha resting in meditation, I pay homage! 
 

   
OM AMIDHEWA HRIH 
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Bhaishajya  Guru, Buddha of Medicine 

 

  
tukjé kün la nyompé chomdendé 
Blessed one, whose compassion for all is equal, 

  
tsen tsam töpé ngendro dukngal sel 
Simply hearing your name dispels the suffering of lower 
realms, 
 

  
duk sum nesel sangye men kyi la 
Buddha of Medicine, you who heal the sickness of the 
three poisons— 
 

  
bendurya yi ö la chak tsal lo 
Light of Lapis Lazuli, to you I pay homage! 
 

  
chomdendé deshin shekpa drachompa yang dakpar 
dzokpé sangye men kyi la bendurya ö kyi gyalpo la 
chak tsal lo 
Bhagavan, tathagata, arhat, complete and perfect 
buddha, glorious conqueror, Buddha of Medicine, 
Sovereign of the Light of Lapis Lazuli, to you I bow!  
To you I pay homage! 
 

  
chö do kyap su chi o 
To you I offer, in you I take refuge! 
 

   
TEYATHA OM BHEKANDZE BHEKANDZE MAHA 
BEKHANDZE BHEKANDZE RADZA SAMUDGATÉ SOHA 
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The Meditation and Recitation of Vajrasattva 

 
 

chee tsuk pey dar lama dor sem kar 
On the lotus and moon at my crown is guru Vajrasattva, 
white in color. 
 

 
dor dril long ku chey den chey kyil shuk 
With sambhogakaya ornaments, he sits half cross legged, 
holding a vajra and bell. 
 

 
thuk kar da teng hung ley yik gyey kor 
In his heart center rests a moon disc, upon it a HUNG 
surrounded by 100 syllables. 
  

 
la ma dor jey sem pa dak shen gyi 
Guru Vajrasattva, please purify my own and others' 
 

 
dik drip nyey tung dak par dzey du sol 
Negativity, obscurations, misdeeds, and downfalls! 
 

 
sol tap du tsee gyn bap dik drip dang 
With this supplication, a stream of nectar descends, 
 

 
ney don kun tru o kyee rang shin gyur 

 

 
 

 
The Meditation and Recitation of Vajrasattva 

 
 

chee tsuk pey dar lama dor sem kar 
On the lotus and moon at my crown is guru Vajrasattva, 
white in color. 
 

 
dor dril long ku chey den chey kyil shuk 
With sambhogakaya ornaments, he sits half cross legged, 
holding a vajra and bell. 
 

 
thuk kar da teng hung ley yik gyey kor 
In his heart center rests a moon disc, upon it a HUNG 
surrounded by 100 syllables. 
  

 
la ma dor jey sem pa dak shen gyi 
Guru Vajrasattva, please purify my own and others' 
 

 
dik drip nyey tung dak par dzey du sol 
Negativity, obscurations, misdeeds, and downfalls! 
 

 
sol tap du tsee gyn bap dik drip dang 
With this supplication, a stream of nectar descends, 
 

 
ney don kun tru o kyee rang shin gyur 
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The Meditation and Recitation of Vajrasattva 

 
 

chee tsuk pey dar lama dor sem kar 
On the lotus and moon at my crown is guru Vajrasattva, 
white in color. 
 

 
dor dril long ku chey den chey kyil shuk 
With sambhogakaya ornaments, he sits half cross legged, 
holding a vajra and bell. 

thuk kar da teng hung ley yik gyey kor  
In his heart center rests a moon disc, upon it a HUNG 
surrounded by 100 syllables. 

la ma dor jey sem pa dak shen gyi 
Guru Vajrasattva, please purify my own and others' 
 

 
dik drip nyey tung dak par dzey du sol 
Negativity, obscurations, misdeeds, and downfalls! 
 

 
sol tap du tsee gyn bap dik drip dang 
With this supplication, a stream of nectar descends, 
 

 
ney don kun tru o kyee rang shin gyur 

 
 

 
The M editation and R ecitation of Vajrasattva  

 
 

 
chee tsuk pey dar lama dor sem kar  
On the lotus and moon at my crown is guru Vajrasattva, 
white in color. 
 

 
dor dril long ku chey den chey kyil shuk  
With sambhogakaya ornaments, he sits half cross legged, 
holding a vajra and bell. 
 

 
thuk kar da teng hung ley yik gyey kor  
In his heart center rests a moon disc, upon it a HUNG 
surrounded by 100 syllables. 
  

 
la ma dor jey sem pa dak shen gyi  
Guru Vajrasattva, please purify my own and others' 
 

 
dik drip nyey tung dak par dzey du sol  
Negativity, obscurations, misdeeds, and downfalls! 
 

 
sol tap du tsee gyn bap dik drip dang  
With this supplication, a stream of nectar descends, 
 

 
ney don kun tru o kyee rang shin gyur  

 
la ma gon po kyap dzo chik  
Oh guru, protector, grant me refuge! 
 

  
tso wo dor jey dzin pa tey  
The chief of all who wield the vajra 
 

 
thuk jey chen po dak nyee chen  
The very embodiment of great compassion, 
 

  
dro wey tso la dak kyap chee  
Lord of all beings, I go for refuge to you! 
 

  
dor jey sem pa dak la uk yung ney  
Absolved by Vajrasattva, who melts into light, 
 

 
o shu dak la thim pey nyee mey gyur  
He dissolves into me and we merge indivisibly. 
  

 
G uru R inpoche Pa d mas ambha v a  

 

  
hung orgyen yul gyi nubjang tsam  
Hūng! In the north-west of the land of Odiyana, 
 

 
pema gesar dongpo la  
In the heart of a lotus flower, 
  
yatsen chok gi ngödrub nyé  
Endowed with the most marvellous attainments, 
  
pema jungné shyé su drak  
You are renowned as the ‘Lotus Born’, 
 

 
khor du khandro mangpö kor  
Surrounded by many hosts of dakinis. 
   
khyé kyi jesu dak drub kyi  
Following in your footsteps, 
 

 
jingyi lab chir shek su sol  
I pray to you: Come, inspire me with your blessing! 

 
 

 
The M editation and R ecitation of Vajrasattva  

 
 

 
chee tsuk pey dar lama dor sem kar  
On the lotus and moon at my crown is guru Vajrasattva, 
white in color. 
 

 
dor dril long ku chey den chey kyil shuk  
With sambhogakaya ornaments, he sits half cross legged, 
holding a vajra and bell. 
 

 
thuk kar da teng hung ley yik gyey kor  
In his heart center rests a moon disc, upon it a HUNG 
surrounded by 100 syllables. 
  

 
la ma dor jey sem pa dak shen gyi  
Guru Vajrasattva, please purify my own and others' 
 

 
dik drip nyey tung dak par dzey du sol  
Negativity, obscurations, misdeeds, and downfalls! 
 

 
sol tap du tsee gyn bap dik drip dang  
With this supplication, a stream of nectar descends, 
 

 
ney don kun tru o kyee rang shin gyur  

 
 

 
The M editation and R ecitation of Vajrasattva  

 
 

 
chee tsuk pey dar lama dor sem kar  
On the lotus and moon at my crown is guru Vajrasattva, 
white in color. 
 

 
dor dril long ku chey den chey kyil shuk  
With sambhogakaya ornaments, he sits half cross legged, 
holding a vajra and bell. 
 

 
thuk kar da teng hung ley yik gyey kor  
In his heart center rests a moon disc, upon it a HUNG 
surrounded by 100 syllables. 
  

 
la ma dor jey sem pa dak shen gyi  
Guru Vajrasattva, please purify my own and others' 
 

 
dik drip nyey tung dak par dzey du sol  
Negativity, obscurations, misdeeds, and downfalls! 
 

 
sol tap du tsee gyn bap dik drip dang  
With this supplication, a stream of nectar descends, 
 

 
ney don kun tru o kyee rang shin gyur  
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la ma gon po kyap dzo chik 
Oh guru, protector, grant me refuge! 
 

 
tso wo dor jey dzin pa tey 
The chief of all who wield the vajra 

 
thuk jey chen po dak nyee chen 
The very embodiment of great compassion, 
 

 
dro wey tso la dak kyap chee 
Lord of all beings, I go for refuge to you! 
 

 
dor jey sem pa dak la uk yung ney 
Absolved by Vajrasattva, who melts into light, 
 

 
o shu dak la thim pey nyee mey gyur 
He dissolves into me and we merge indivisibly. 
  

Purifying all negativity, obscurations, illness, and harmful 
forces,and transforming into the nature of light. 
 

   
    

     
 

OM BENZA SATO SAMAYA MANUPALAYA BENZA 
SATO TENOPA TISHTA DRIDHO MÉ BHAVA 
SUTOKHAYO MÉ BHAVA SUPOKHAYO MÉ BHAVA 
ANURAKTO MÉ BHAVA SARVA SIDDHI MÉ 
PRAYACCHA SARVA KARMA SU TSA MÉ TSITTAM 
SHREYANG KURU HUNG HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAVAN SARVA TATAGATA BENZA MA MÉ 
MUNTSA BENZI BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATO AH 
 
 

 
OM BENZA SATO HUNG 

 
Repeat the hundred syllable mantra and its quintessence, 

the six-syllable mantra, as much as possible. 
 
 

 
gon po dak ni me shey mong pa yee 
Protector, under the sway of unknowing and ignorance
  

 
dam tsik ley ni gal shing nyam 
I have transgressed my samayas and let them decline. 

 

 
la ma gon po kyap dzo chik 
Oh guru, protector, grant me refuge! 
 

 
tso wo dor jey dzin pa tey 
The chief of all who wield the vajra 

 
thuk jey chen po dak nyee chen 
The very embodiment of great compassion, 
 

 
dro wey tso la dak kyap chee 
Lord of all beings, I go for refuge to you! 
 

 
dor jey sem pa dak la uk yung ney 
Absolved by Vajrasattva, who melts into light, 
 

 
o shu dak la thim pey nyee mey gyur 
He dissolves into me and we merge indivisibly. 
  

Purifying all negativity, obscurations, illness, and harmful 
forces,and transforming into the nature of light. 
 

   
    

     
 

OM BENZA SATO SAMAYA MANUPALAYA BENZA 
SATO TENOPA TISHTA DRIDHO MÉ BHAVA 
SUTOKHAYO MÉ BHAVA SUPOKHAYO MÉ BHAVA 
ANURAKTO MÉ BHAVA SARVA SIDDHI MÉ 
PRAYACCHA SARVA KARMA SU TSA MÉ TSITTAM 
SHREYANG KURU HUNG HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAVAN SARVA TATAGATA BENZA MA MÉ 
MUNTSA BENZI BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATO AH 
 
 

 
OM BENZA SATO HUNG 

 
Repeat the hundred syllable mantra and its quintessence, 

the six-syllable mantra, as much as possible. 
 
 

 
gon po dak ni me shey mong pa yee 
Protector, under the sway of unknowing and ignorance
  

 
dam tsik ley ni gal shing nyam 
I have transgressed my samayas and let them decline. 
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la ma gon po kyap dzo chik 
Oh guru, protector, grant me refuge! 
 

 
tso wo dor jey dzin pa tey 
The chief of all who wield the vajra 

 
thuk jey chen po dak nyee chen 
The very embodiment of great compassion, 
 

 
dro wey tso la dak kyap chee 
Lord of all beings, I go for refuge to you! 
 

 
dor jey sem pa dak la uk yung ney 
Absolved by Vajrasattva, who melts into light, 
 

 
o shu dak la thim pey nyee mey gyur 
He dissolves into me and we merge indivisibly. 
  

Purifying all negativity, obscurations, illness, and harmful 
forces,and transforming into the nature of light. 
 

   
    

     
 

OM BENZA SATO SAMAYA MANUPALAYA BENZA 
SATO TENOPA TISHTA DRIDHO MÉ BHAVA 
SUTOKHAYO MÉ BHAVA SUPOKHAYO MÉ BHAVA 
ANURAKTO MÉ BHAVA SARVA SIDDHI MÉ 
PRAYACCHA SARVA KARMA SU TSA MÉ TSITTAM 
SHREYANG KURU HUNG HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAVAN SARVA TATAGATA BENZA MA MÉ 
MUNTSA BENZI BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATO AH 
 
 

 
OM BENZA SATO HUNG 

 
Repeat the hundred syllable mantra and its quintessence, 

the six-syllable mantra, as much as possible. 
 
 

 
gon po dak ni me shey mong pa yee 
Protector, under the sway of unknowing and ignorance
  

 
dam tsik ley ni gal shing nyam 
I have transgressed my samayas and let them decline. 
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Guru Rinpoche Padmasambhava 
 

  
hung orgyen yul gyi nubjang tsam 

ng! In the north-west of the land of Odiyana, 
 

 
pema gesar dongpo la 
In the heart of a lotus flower, 
  
yatsen chok gi ngödrub nyé 
Endowed with the most marvellous attainments, 
  
pema jungné shyé su drak 
You are renowned as the ‘Lotus Born’, 
 

 
khor du khandro mangpö kor 
Surrounded by many hosts of dakinis. 
   
khyé kyi jesu dak drub kyi 
Following in your footsteps, 
 

 
jingyi lab chir shek su sol 
I pray to you: Come, inspire me with your blessing! 
 

 
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG 

Guru Rinpoche Padmasambhava 
 

  
hung orgyen yul gyi nubjang tsam 

ng! In the north-west of the land of Odiyana, 
 

 
pema gesar dongpo la 
In the heart of a lotus flower, 
  
yatsen chok gi ngödrub nyé 
Endowed with the most marvellous attainments, 
  
pema jungné shyé su drak 
You are renowned as the ‘Lotus Born’, 
 

 
khor du khandro mangpö kor 
Surrounded by many hosts of dakinis. 
   
khyé kyi jesu dak drub kyi 
Following in your footsteps, 
 

 
jingyi lab chir shek su sol 
I pray to you: Come, inspire me with your blessing! 
 

 
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG 
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Guru Rinpoche Padmasambhava 
 

  
hung orgyen yul gyi nubjang tsam 

ng! In the north-west of the land of Odiyana, 
 

 
pema gesar dongpo la 
In the heart of a lotus flower, 
  
yatsen chok gi ngödrub nyé 
Endowed with the most marvellous attainments, 
  
pema jungné shyé su drak 
You are renowned as the ‘Lotus Born’, 
 

 
khor du khandro mangpö kor 
Surrounded by many hosts of dakinis. 
   
khyé kyi jesu dak drub kyi 
Following in your footsteps, 
 

 
jingyi lab chir shek su sol 
I pray to you: Come, inspire me with your blessing! 
 

 
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG 
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pema jungné khyé ku chi dra dang 
O Pema Jungne, may I and others have a form, 

  
khor dang ku tséi tsé dang shying kham dang 
An entourage, a life-span, a pure realm 

  
khyé kyi tsen chok zangpo chi drawa 
And sublime marks of perfection 

  
dé dra khonar dak sok gyurwar shok 
Exactly like you. 

  
khyé la to ching solwa tabpé tu 
Through the power of our praising you and this prayer, 

  
dak sok gang na népé sa chok su 
In whatever lands we dwell, may 

  
né don wul pong tab tso shyiwa dang 
Illness, negativity, poverty, and conflict be quelled, 

  
cho dang trashi pelwar dzé du sol 
And dharma and auspiciousness increase and spread. 
 
 

  
OM AH HUNG BENZA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG 
 

Recite as much as can, then 
 

du sum sang gye gu ru rin po che 
Guru Rinpoche, Buddha of the three times, 
 

ngo drub kun dak de wa chen poi shab  
Lord of all siddhis, Mahasukha, 
 

bar che kun sel du dul drak poi tsal 
Dispeller of all obstacles, Mara-Subduing Drakpo Tsal: 
 

sol wa deb so jin gyi lab du sol 
I beg you grant your blessing, 
 

chi nang sang wai bar che shi wa dang 
Bless us that outer, inner, and secret obstacles be 
pacified, 
 

sam pa lhun gyi drub par jin gyi lob 
And wishes spontaneously fulfilled.
  

  
pema jungné khyé ku chi dra dang 
O Pema Jungne, may I and others have a form, 

  
khor dang ku tséi tsé dang shying kham dang 
An entourage, a life-span, a pure realm 

  
khyé kyi tsen chok zangpo chi drawa 
And sublime marks of perfection 

  
dé dra khonar dak sok gyurwar shok 
Exactly like you. 

  
khyé la to ching solwa tabpé tu 
Through the power of our praising you and this prayer, 

  
dak sok gang na népé sa chok su 
In whatever lands we dwell, may 

  
né don wul pong tab tso shyiwa dang 
Illness, negativity, poverty, and conflict be quelled, 

  
cho dang trashi pelwar dzé du sol 
And dharma and auspiciousness increase and spread. 
 
 

  
OM AH HUNG BENZA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG 
 

Recite as much as can, then 
 

du sum sang gye gu ru rin po che 
Guru Rinpoche, Buddha of the three times, 
 

ngo drub kun dak de wa chen poi shab  
Lord of all siddhis, Mahasukha, 
 

bar che kun sel du dul drak poi tsal 
Dispeller of all obstacles, Mara-Subduing Drakpo Tsal: 
 

sol wa deb so jin gyi lab du sol 
I beg you grant your blessing, 
 

chi nang sang wai bar che shi wa dang 
Bless us that outer, inner, and secret obstacles be 
pacified, 
 

sam pa lhun gyi drub par jin gyi lob 
And wishes spontaneously fulfilled.
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pema jungné khyé ku chi dra dang 
O Pema Jungne, may I and others have a form, 

  
khor dang ku tséi tsé dang shying kham dang 
An entourage, a life-span, a pure realm 

  
khyé kyi tsen chok zangpo chi drawa 
And sublime marks of perfection 

  
dé dra khonar dak sok gyurwar shok 
Exactly like you. 

  
khyé la to ching solwa tabpé tu 
Through the power of our praising you and this prayer, 

  
dak sok gang na népé sa chok su 
In whatever lands we dwell, may 

  
né don wul pong tab tso shyiwa dang 
Illness, negativity, poverty, and conflict be quelled, 

  
cho dang trashi pelwar dzé du sol 
And dharma and auspiciousness increase and spread. 
 
 

  
OM AH HUNG BENZA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG 
 

Recite as much as can, then 
 

du sum sang gye gu ru rin po che 
Guru Rinpoche, Buddha of the three times, 
 

ngo drub kun dak de wa chen poi shab  
Lord of all siddhis, Mahasukha, 
 

bar che kun sel du dul drak poi tsal 
Dispeller of all obstacles, Mara-Subduing Drakpo Tsal: 
 

sol wa deb so jin gyi lab du sol 
I beg you grant your blessing, 
 

chi nang sang wai bar che shi wa dang 
Bless us that outer, inner, and secret obstacles be 
pacified, 
 

sam pa lhun gyi drub par jin gyi lob 
And wishes spontaneously fulfilled.
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Noble Saviouress Tara 

 
 

 
om, jhe tsun ma phag ma drol ma la chhag tshal lo 
Om. I pay homage to the venerable noble Tara. 
 

chhag tshal ta re nyur ma pal mo 
Homage to tare, the swift one, the heroic one; 
 

tut ta re yii jig pa sel ma 
The mother who, with tuttara, clears away all fears; 
 

tu re don kun jhin pei dol ma 
The liberator who, with ture, accomplishes all benefits.
  

 
so hei yi ge khyod la dud do 
With the syllable soha, I bow to you.
 

  
OM TARÉ TUTTARÉ TURÉ SOHA 
  

 
Noble Saviouress Tara 

 
 

 
om, jhe tsun ma phag ma drol ma la chhag tshal lo 
Om. I pay homage to the venerable noble Tara. 
 

chhag tshal ta re nyur ma pal mo 
Homage to tare, the swift one, the heroic one; 
 

tut ta re yii jig pa sel ma 
The mother who, with tuttara, clears away all fears; 
 

tu re don kun jhin pei dol ma 
The liberator who, with ture, accomplishes all benefits.
  

 
so hei yi ge khyod la dud do 
With the syllable soha, I bow to you.
 

  
OM TARÉ TUTTARÉ TURÉ SOHA 
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Noble Saviouress Tara 

 
 

 
om, jhe tsun ma phag ma drol ma la chhag tshal lo 
Om. I pay homage to the venerable noble Tara. 
 

chhag tshal ta re nyur ma pal mo 
Homage to tare, the swift one, the heroic one; 
 

tut ta re yii jig pa sel ma 
The mother who, with tuttara, clears away all fears; 
 

tu re don kun jhin pei dol ma 
The liberator who, with ture, accomplishes all benefits.
  

 
so hei yi ge khyod la dud do 
With the syllable soha, I bow to you.
 

  
OM TARÉ TUTTARÉ TURÉ SOHA 
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Buddha's Regent, the Protector Maitreya 

 
 

  
cham chen mé yi shye dang bü shying sek 
The fire of your great love burns up the dry wood of hate, 
 

  
yeshe ö kyi marik münpa sel 
The light of your wisdom dispels the darkness of 
ignorance, 
 

  
chö kyi gyaltsap drowé gön gyurpé 
Dharma regent, protector of all living beings, 
 

  
ganden shyukpa de la chak tsal lo 
Who dwells in the Tushita heaven—to you I pay homage! 
 

 
OM MATI MATI SMRITI SOHA 
  

  
Buddha's Regent, the Protector Maitreya 

 
 

  
cham chen mé yi shye dang bü shying sek 
The fire of your great love burns up the dry wood of hate, 
 

  
yeshe ö kyi marik münpa sel 
The light of your wisdom dispels the darkness of 
ignorance, 
 

  
chö kyi gyaltsap drowé gön gyurpé 
Dharma regent, protector of all living beings, 
 

  
ganden shyukpa de la chak tsal lo 
Who dwells in the Tushita heaven—to you I pay homage! 
 

 
OM MATI MATI SMRITI SOHA 
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Buddha's Regent, the Protector Maitreya 

 
 

  
cham chen mé yi shye dang bü shying sek 
The fire of your great love burns up the dry wood of hate, 
 

  
yeshe ö kyi marik münpa sel 
The light of your wisdom dispels the darkness of 
ignorance, 
 

  
chö kyi gyaltsap drowé gön gyurpé 
Dharma regent, protector of all living beings, 
 

  
ganden shyukpa de la chak tsal lo 
Who dwells in the Tushita heaven—to you I pay homage! 
 

 
OM MATI MATI SMRITI SOHA 
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Noble Avalokiteshvara 

 
 

hri jo wo kyon gyi ma go ku dog kar 
Noble one, untainted by the mire, your form is 
(Luminous) white; 
 

 
dzog sang gye kye wu la gyen 
A perfect awakened one adorns your head. 
  
thug jei chen gyi dro la zig 
With the eyes of compassion you gaze upon beings; 
  
chen re zig la chag tsal lo 
To Chenrezig we bow 
 
 
 

 
OM MANI PEMÉ HUNG 
 
 

 

  
Noble Avalokiteshvara 

 
 

hri jo wo kyon gyi ma go ku dog kar 
Noble one, untainted by the mire, your form is 
(Luminous) white; 
 

 
dzog sang gye kye wu la gyen 
A perfect awakened one adorns your head. 
  
thug jei chen gyi dro la zig 
With the eyes of compassion you gaze upon beings; 
  
chen re zig la chag tsal lo 
To Chenrezig we bow 
 
 
 

 
OM MANI PEMÉ HUNG 
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Noble Avalokiteshvara 

 
 

hri jo wo kyon gyi ma go ku dog kar 
Noble one, untainted by the mire, your form is 
(Luminous) white; 
 

 
dzog sang gye kye wu la gyen 
A perfect awakened one adorns your head. 
  
thug jei chen gyi dro la zig 
With the eyes of compassion you gaze upon beings; 
  
chen re zig la chag tsal lo 
To Chenrezig we bow 
 
 
 

 
OM MANI PEMÉ HUNG 
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Noble Lord Manjushri 

 
 

  
shejé kha ying zap ching yangpa la 
Across the skies of all that can be known, profound and 
infinite, 
 

  
lodrö kyilkhor gyepé özer gyi 
Shine vast rays of light from the sun of your intelligence, 
 

  
kye güi marik münpé tsok salwa 
Dispelling the darkness of ignorance in all beings' 
minds— 
 

  
jetsün jampalyang la chak tsal lo 
Lord Manjughosha, to you I pay homage! 
 

    
OM ARAPATSANA DHIH 
 

  
Noble Lord Manjushri 

 
 

  
shejé kha ying zap ching yangpa la 
Across the skies of all that can be known, profound and 
infinite, 
 

  
lodrö kyilkhor gyepé özer gyi 
Shine vast rays of light from the sun of your intelligence, 
 

  
kye güi marik münpé tsok salwa 
Dispelling the darkness of ignorance in all beings' 
minds— 
 

  
jetsün jampalyang la chak tsal lo 
Lord Manjughosha, to you I pay homage! 
 

    
OM ARAPATSANA DHIH 
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Noble Lord Manjushri 

 
 

  
shejé kha ying zap ching yangpa la 
Across the skies of all that can be known, profound and 
infinite, 
 

  
lodrö kyilkhor gyepé özer gyi 
Shine vast rays of light from the sun of your intelligence, 
 

  
kye güi marik münpé tsok salwa 
Dispelling the darkness of ignorance in all beings' 
minds— 
 

  
jetsün jampalyang la chak tsal lo 
Lord Manjughosha, to you I pay homage! 
 

    
OM ARAPATSANA DHIH 
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The Vajra Subduer: Vajra Vidarana 

 
 

  
deshin shekpa tamché kyi 
All the buddhas' power and strength 
 

  
tu top chiktu düpé dak 
Is condensed within you alone, 
 

  
dorje trowöi kur tönpa 
Who manifest as the enlightened form of vajra wrath— 
 

  
nampar jom la chak tsal lo 
Vajra Subduer, to you I pay homage!  
 

       
NAMASH CHANDA BENZA KRODHAYA HULU HULU 
TISHTHA TISHTHA BHENDHA BHENDHA HANA 
HANA AMRITÉ HUNG PHET 
 

 

 

  
The Vajra Subduer: Vajra Vidarana 

 
 

  
deshin shekpa tamché kyi 
All the buddhas' power and strength 
 

  
tu top chiktu düpé dak 
Is condensed within you alone, 
 

  
dorje trowöi kur tönpa 
Who manifest as the enlightened form of vajra wrath— 
 

  
nampar jom la chak tsal lo 
Vajra Subduer, to you I pay homage!  
 

       
NAMASH CHANDA BENZA KRODHAYA HULU HULU 
TISHTHA TISHTHA BHENDHA BHENDHA HANA 
HANA AMRITÉ HUNG PHET 
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The Vajra Subduer: Vajra Vidarana 

 
 

  
deshin shekpa tamché kyi 
All the buddhas' power and strength 
 

  
tu top chiktu düpé dak 
Is condensed within you alone, 
 

  
dorje trowöi kur tönpa 
Who manifest as the enlightened form of vajra wrath— 
 

  
nampar jom la chak tsal lo 
Vajra Subduer, to you I pay homage!  
 

       
NAMASH CHANDA BENZA KRODHAYA HULU HULU 
TISHTHA TISHTHA BHENDHA BHENDHA HANA 
HANA AMRITÉ HUNG PHET 
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Noble Vijaya, Goddess of Victory 

 
 

  
palden lhamo tönké dawé dok 
Glorious goddess, your colour that of the autumn moon, 
 

  
shyal sum chak gye rab dzé shyiwé ku 
With three faces and eight arms, your form ravishing and 
serene, 
 

  
yeshe pakyé tsé yi chok tsolma 
You grant the supreme gifts of longevity and boundless 
wisdom— 
 

  
nampar gyalmé shyap la chak tsal Lo 
Noble Vijaya, to you I pay homage! 
 

  
OM DRUM SOHA   OM AMRITA AYURDADÉ SOHA 
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Dzambhala 

 
 

norgyi wangchuk rinchen ter nga shying  
The ruler of wealth, power, who has treasure of precious 
jewels, 
 

nodjin jewo gonpo dzambhala  
And the lord of demons, protector Dzambhala. 
 

sernai lekyi meyi dungwa nam 
Those who are suffering of poverty by the karmic fire of 
stingyness, 
 

kye dang kyewa khye la kyabsu chio.  
Life after life, always go for refuge to you for your 
protection.  

OM DZAMBHALA DZALENDRAYE SWAHA  
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tsam mé nga gyipa dang 
The five crimes with immediate retribution, 
  
dé dang nyewar nga gyipa dang 
And the five crimes almost as grave. 
  
sosor tarpé dompa dang galwa dang 
I have broken the pratimoksha vows, 

 
 

chang chub sempé labpa dang galwa dang sang 
ngak kyi damtsik dang galwa dang 
The bodhisattva precepts and the samayas of the secret 
mantra yana. 
  
pa dang ma la ma güpa dang 
I have failed to respect my mother and father, 
  
khenpo dang lobpön la ma güpa dang 
My preceptor and master, 
  
drok tsangpa tsungpar chöpa nam la ma güpa dang 
And the members of my sangha. 
 

 
könchok sum la nöpé lé gyipa dang 
I have performed acts harmful to the Buddha, dharma 
and sangha, 

  
General Sutra Way of Confession and Purification of 

Bad Karmas and Downfalls 
 

 

lama dorjé dzinpa chenpo la sokpa chok chu na 
shyukpé sangyé dang chang chub sempa tamché la 
gong su sol 
O lama, great vajra holder, all you buddhas and 
bodhisattvas who dwell in the ten directions: turn your 
attention towards me, I pray! 
 

 
dak ming di...(insert your name)... shyé gyiwé tsé 
khorwa tokma ma chipa né 
I (insert your name here) throughout time without 
beginning in samsara until this moment now, 

  
data la tuk gi bar du nyönmong pa döchak dang 
shyé dang dang 
In the grip of negative emotions of attachment, aversion 
and stupidity, 
 

 
ti muk gi wang gi lü ngak yi sum gyi go né dikpa mi 
géwa chu gyipa dang 
With my body speech and mind I have committed: the 
ten negative acts, 
 

 
tsam mé nga gyipa dang 
The five crimes with immediate retribution, 
  
dé dang nyewar nga gyipa dang 
And the five crimes almost as grave. 
  
sosor tarpé dompa dang galwa dang 
I have broken the pratimoksha vows, 

 
 

chang chub sempé labpa dang galwa dang sang 
ngak kyi damtsik dang galwa dang 
The bodhisattva precepts and the samayas of the secret 
mantra yana. 
  
pa dang ma la ma güpa dang 
I have failed to respect my mother and father, 
  
khenpo dang lobpön la ma güpa dang 
My preceptor and master, 
  
drok tsangpa tsungpar chöpa nam la ma güpa dang 
And the members of my sangha. 
 

 
könchok sum la nöpé lé gyipa dang 
I have performed acts harmful to the Buddha, dharma 
and sangha, 

  
General Sutra Way of Confession and Purification of 

Bad Karmas and Downfalls 
 

 

lama dorjé dzinpa chenpo la sokpa chok chu na 
shyukpé sangyé dang chang chub sempa tamché la 
gong su sol 
O lama, great vajra holder, all you buddhas and 
bodhisattvas who dwell in the ten directions: turn your 
attention towards me, I pray! 
 

 
dak ming di...(insert your name)... shyé gyiwé tsé 
khorwa tokma ma chipa né 
I (insert your name here) throughout time without 
beginning in samsara until this moment now, 

  
data la tuk gi bar du nyönmong pa döchak dang 
shyé dang dang 
In the grip of negative emotions of attachment, aversion 
and stupidity, 
 

 
ti muk gi wang gi lü ngak yi sum gyi go né dikpa mi 
géwa chu gyipa dang 
With my body speech and mind I have committed: the 
ten negative acts, 
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tsam mé nga gyipa dang 
The five crimes with immediate retribution, 
  
dé dang nyewar nga gyipa dang 
And the five crimes almost as grave. 
  
sosor tarpé dompa dang galwa dang 
I have broken the pratimoksha vows, 

 
 

chang chub sempé labpa dang galwa dang sang 
ngak kyi damtsik dang galwa dang 
The bodhisattva precepts and the samayas of the secret 
mantra yana. 
  
pa dang ma la ma güpa dang 
I have failed to respect my mother and father, 
  
khenpo dang lobpön la ma güpa dang 
My preceptor and master, 
  
drok tsangpa tsungpar chöpa nam la ma güpa dang 
And the members of my sangha. 
 

 
könchok sum la nöpé lé gyipa dang 
I have performed acts harmful to the Buddha, dharma 
and sangha, 

  
General Sutra Way of Confession and Purification of 

Bad Karmas and Downfalls 
 

 

lama dorjé dzinpa chenpo la sokpa chok chu na 
shyukpé sangyé dang chang chub sempa tamché la 
gong su sol 
O lama, great vajra holder, all you buddhas and 
bodhisattvas who dwell in the ten directions: turn your 
attention towards me, I pray! 
 

 
dak ming di...(insert your name)... shyé gyiwé tsé 
khorwa tokma ma chipa né 
I (insert your name here) throughout time without 
beginning in samsara until this moment now, 

  
data la tuk gi bar du nyönmong pa döchak dang 
shyé dang dang 
In the grip of negative emotions of attachment, aversion 
and stupidity, 
 

 
ti muk gi wang gi lü ngak yi sum gyi go né dikpa mi 
géwa chu gyipa dang 
With my body speech and mind I have committed: the 
ten negative acts, 
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khorwa dang ngen song gi gyur gyurpé nyé tung gi 
tsok chi chipa tamché lama dorjé dzinpa chenpo la 
sokpa chok chu na shyukpé sangyé dang chang 
chub sempa tamché kyi chen ngar tol lo shak so 
And will be the cause of samsara and lower realms, 
whatever they may be, in their entirety, in the presence 
of you, the lama, great vajra holder, and all the buddhas 
and bodhisattvas who dwell in the ten directions, I openly 
acknowledge and purify them! 
 

  
mi chab bo 
I do not hide them. 

  
mi bé do 
Nor do I conceal them. 

  
chin ché dompar gyi lak so 
From now on I vow never to commit them again! 
 

 
tol shying shak na dak déwa la rekpar népar gyur 
gyi 
If I openly acknowledge and purify them, I shall attain 
the state of bliss; 

  
ma tol ma shak na ni mingyur ro 
If I do not, that will never be. 

   
Recite 3 times.  

 

 
dampé chö pangpa dang 
Abandoned the sacred dharma, 
 

 
pakpé gendün la kurwa tabpa dang 
Disdained the arya sangha, 
 

 
semchen la nöpé lé gyipa la sokpa dikpa mi géwé 
tsok dak gi gyipa dang 
And acted so as to harm sentient beings, and more. all 
these harmful and negative acts I have committed, 
 

 
gyi du tsalwa dang 
Allowed to be committed 
 

 
shyen gyipa la jé su yi rangwa la sokpa dor na to ri 
dang tarpé gek su gyur ching 
Or rejoiced at others’ committing, in short all the 
downfalls and wrongdoings that will obstruct me from 
attaining higher realms and liberation, 
 

  

khorwa dang ngen song gi gyur gyurpé nyé tung gi 
tsok chi chipa tamché lama dorjé dzinpa chenpo la 
sokpa chok chu na shyukpé sangyé dang chang 
chub sempa tamché kyi chen ngar tol lo shak so 
And will be the cause of samsara and lower realms, 
whatever they may be, in their entirety, in the presence 
of you, the lama, great vajra holder, and all the buddhas 
and bodhisattvas who dwell in the ten directions, I openly 
acknowledge and purify them! 
 

  
mi chab bo 
I do not hide them. 

  
mi bé do 
Nor do I conceal them. 

  
chin ché dompar gyi lak so 
From now on I vow never to commit them again! 
 

 
tol shying shak na dak déwa la rekpar népar gyur 
gyi 
If I openly acknowledge and purify them, I shall attain 
the state of bliss; 

  
ma tol ma shak na ni mingyur ro 
If I do not, that will never be. 

   
Recite 3 times.  

 

 
dampé chö pangpa dang 
Abandoned the sacred dharma, 
 

 
pakpé gendün la kurwa tabpa dang 
Disdained the arya sangha, 
 

 
semchen la nöpé lé gyipa la sokpa dikpa mi géwé 
tsok dak gi gyipa dang 
And acted so as to harm sentient beings, and more. all 
these harmful and negative acts I have committed, 
 

 
gyi du tsalwa dang 
Allowed to be committed 
 

 
shyen gyipa la jé su yi rangwa la sokpa dor na to ri 
dang tarpé gek su gyur ching 
Or rejoiced at others’ committing, in short all the 
downfalls and wrongdoings that will obstruct me from 
attaining higher realms and liberation, 
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khorwa dang ngen song gi gyur gyurpé nyé tung gi 
tsok chi chipa tamché lama dorjé dzinpa chenpo la 
sokpa chok chu na shyukpé sangyé dang chang 
chub sempa tamché kyi chen ngar tol lo shak so 
And will be the cause of samsara and lower realms, 
whatever they may be, in their entirety, in the presence 
of you, the lama, great vajra holder, and all the buddhas 
and bodhisattvas who dwell in the ten directions, I openly 
acknowledge and purify them! 
 

  
mi chab bo 
I do not hide them. 

  
mi bé do 
Nor do I conceal them. 

  
chin ché dompar gyi lak so 
From now on I vow never to commit them again! 
 

 
tol shying shak na dak déwa la rekpar népar gyur 
gyi 
If I openly acknowledge and purify them, I shall attain 
the state of bliss; 

  
ma tol ma shak na ni mingyur ro 
If I do not, that will never be. 

   
Recite 3 times.  

 

 
dampé chö pangpa dang 
Abandoned the sacred dharma, 
 

 
pakpé gendün la kurwa tabpa dang 
Disdained the arya sangha, 
 

 
semchen la nöpé lé gyipa la sokpa dikpa mi géwé 
tsok dak gi gyipa dang 
And acted so as to harm sentient beings, and more. all 
these harmful and negative acts I have committed, 
 

 
gyi du tsalwa dang 
Allowed to be committed 
 

 
shyen gyipa la jé su yi rangwa la sokpa dor na to ri 
dang tarpé gek su gyur ching 
Or rejoiced at others’ committing, in short all the 
downfalls and wrongdoings that will obstruct me from 
attaining higher realms and liberation, 
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OM AMOGHASHILA SAMBHARA SAMBHARA BHARA 
BHARA MAHA SHUDDHA SATVA PADMA 
VIBHUSHRITA BHUDZA DHARA DHARA SAMANTA 
AWALOKITE HUNG PHAT SVAHA 

 
Recite three or seven times 

 
 

  
dak sok semchen tamché kyi gyü la tsultrim kyi 
parol tu chinpé chö nam yong su dzokpar gyur chik 
May all aspects of the paramita of discipline be perfected 
completely within the minds of all sentient beings, 
including me. 
 

  
nyönmongpé tsultrim chalwa lé jungwé dikpa dang 
dribpa tamché jang shying dakpar gyur chik 
May all the harmful actions and obscurations caused by 
breakages in discipline due to negative emotions be 
cleansed and purified. 
 

  
pakpa gyépé tsultrim kyi kalpa dang denpar gyur 
chik 
May I possess the good fortune to practise discipline that 
pleases the noble ones. 
 

  

  
dö chak shyé dang ti muk wang gi ni 
Whatever negative acts I have committed, 
 

  
lü dang ngak dang déshyin yi kyi kyang 
While driven by desire, hatred and ignorance, 
 

  
dikpa dak gi gyipa chi chipa 
With my body, my speech and also with my mind, 
 

  
dé dak tamché dak gi so sor shak 
Before you, I confess and purify each and every one. 
 
Recitation of the Dharani of Pure Discipline 

 

déshyin shekpa tamché la chak tsal lo  
Homage to all the tathagatas! 
 

  
chang chub sempa sempa chenpo pakpa chenrézik 
wangchuk la chak tsal lo 
Homage to the bodhisattva, the mahasattva, the noble 
Lord Avalokiteshvara! 
 

    
   

 

OM AMOGHASHILA SAMBHARA SAMBHARA BHARA 
BHARA MAHA SHUDDHA SATVA PADMA 
VIBHUSHRITA BHUDZA DHARA DHARA SAMANTA 
AWALOKITE HUNG PHAT SVAHA 

 
Recite three or seven times 

 
 

  
dak sok semchen tamché kyi gyü la tsultrim kyi 
parol tu chinpé chö nam yong su dzokpar gyur chik 
May all aspects of the paramita of discipline be perfected 
completely within the minds of all sentient beings, 
including me. 
 

  
nyönmongpé tsultrim chalwa lé jungwé dikpa dang 
dribpa tamché jang shying dakpar gyur chik 
May all the harmful actions and obscurations caused by 
breakages in discipline due to negative emotions be 
cleansed and purified. 
 

  
pakpa gyépé tsultrim kyi kalpa dang denpar gyur 
chik 
May I possess the good fortune to practise discipline that 
pleases the noble ones. 
 

  

  
dö chak shyé dang ti muk wang gi ni 
Whatever negative acts I have committed, 
 

  
lü dang ngak dang déshyin yi kyi kyang 
While driven by desire, hatred and ignorance, 
 

  
dikpa dak gi gyipa chi chipa 
With my body, my speech and also with my mind, 
 

  
dé dak tamché dak gi so sor shak 
Before you, I confess and purify each and every one. 
 
Recitation of the Dharani of Pure Discipline 

 

déshyin shekpa tamché la chak tsal lo  
Homage to all the tathagatas! 
 

  
chang chub sempa sempa chenpo pakpa chenrézik 
wangchuk la chak tsal lo 
Homage to the bodhisattva, the mahasattva, the noble 
Lord Avalokiteshvara! 
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OM AMOGHASHILA SAMBHARA SAMBHARA BHARA 
BHARA MAHA SHUDDHA SATVA PADMA 
VIBHUSHRITA BHUDZA DHARA DHARA SAMANTA 
AWALOKITE HUNG PHAT SVAHA 

 
Recite three or seven times 

 
 

  
dak sok semchen tamché kyi gyü la tsultrim kyi 
parol tu chinpé chö nam yong su dzokpar gyur chik 
May all aspects of the paramita of discipline be perfected 
completely within the minds of all sentient beings, 
including me. 
 

  
nyönmongpé tsultrim chalwa lé jungwé dikpa dang 
dribpa tamché jang shying dakpar gyur chik 
May all the harmful actions and obscurations caused by 
breakages in discipline due to negative emotions be 
cleansed and purified. 
 

  
pakpa gyépé tsultrim kyi kalpa dang denpar gyur 
chik 
May I possess the good fortune to practise discipline that 
pleases the noble ones. 
 

  

  
dö chak shyé dang ti muk wang gi ni 
Whatever negative acts I have committed, 
 

  
lü dang ngak dang déshyin yi kyi kyang 
While driven by desire, hatred and ignorance, 
 

  
dikpa dak gi gyipa chi chipa 
With my body, my speech and also with my mind, 
 

  
dé dak tamché dak gi so sor shak 
Before you, I confess and purify each and every one. 
 
Recitation of the Dharani of Pure Discipline 

 

déshyin shekpa tamché la chak tsal lo  
Homage to all the tathagatas! 
 

  
chang chub sempa sempa chenpo pakpa chenrézik 
wangchuk la chak tsal lo 
Homage to the bodhisattva, the mahasattva, the noble 
Lord Avalokiteshvara! 
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taktu ma nyam kyön mé chöpar shok 
May it never fail me or be at fault. 
    

And: 
 

  
shyen nö shyir ché pong la gompé tü 
Through the power of training to abandon both harming 
others and the attitude behind it, 

  
milam na yang dik sem mi jung shying 
May the thought of doing harm arise not even in my 
dreams; 

  
changchub sem dang nam yang mi dralwé 
May everything be auspicious for me to have that perfect 
discipline, 

  
tsultrim punsum tsokpé trashi shok 
Which never diverges from the altruistic mind of 
bodhichitta! 
 

 
After all the dharma practices and virtuous deeds we do,OM DHU RU 

DHU RU DZA YE MU KHE SOHA recite seven times will increase them 
ten million times more.                                                                                                                     

nyönmongpé mi dziwar nampar drolwé déwa la 
rekpar népar gyur chik 
May I attain the bliss of complete liberation, that is free 
from the oppression of negative emotions. 

And: 

  
trim kyi tsultrim kyön mé ching 
May my discipline be free from any flaw, 

  
tsultrim nampar dak dang den 
May my discipline be completely pure, 

  
lom sem mépé tsultrim kyi 
With discipline devoid of complacent pride, 

  
tsultrim parol chin dzok shok 
May I complete the paramita of discipline. 
 

And: 

  
gyalwa kun gyi jé su lob gyur té 
Following in all the buddhas’ footsteps, 

  
zangpo chöpa yong su dzok ché ching 
May I bring Good Actions to full perfection; 

  
tsultrim chöpa drimé yong dakpa 
May my conduct and discipline be flawless and pure, 

  
taktu ma nyam kyön mé chöpar shok 
May it never fail me or be at fault. 
    

And: 
 

  
shyen nö shyir ché pong la gompé tü 
Through the power of training to abandon both harming 
others and the attitude behind it, 

  
milam na yang dik sem mi jung shying 
May the thought of doing harm arise not even in my 
dreams; 

  
changchub sem dang nam yang mi dralwé 
May everything be auspicious for me to have that perfect 
discipline, 

  
tsultrim punsum tsokpé trashi shok 
Which never diverges from the altruistic mind of 
bodhichitta! 
 

 
After all the dharma practices and virtuous deeds we do,OM DHU RU 

DHU RU DZA YE MU KHE SOHA recite seven times will increase them 
ten million times more.                                                                                                                     

nyönmongpé mi dziwar nampar drolwé déwa la 
rekpar népar gyur chik 
May I attain the bliss of complete liberation, that is free 
from the oppression of negative emotions. 

And: 

  
trim kyi tsultrim kyön mé ching 
May my discipline be free from any flaw, 

  
tsultrim nampar dak dang den 
May my discipline be completely pure, 

  
lom sem mépé tsultrim kyi 
With discipline devoid of complacent pride, 

  
tsultrim parol chin dzok shok 
May I complete the paramita of discipline. 
 

And: 

  
gyalwa kun gyi jé su lob gyur té 
Following in all the buddhas’ footsteps, 

  
zangpo chöpa yong su dzok ché ching 
May I bring Good Actions to full perfection; 

  
tsultrim chöpa drimé yong dakpa 
May my conduct and discipline be flawless and pure, 
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taktu ma nyam kyön mé chöpar shok 
May it never fail me or be at fault. 
    

And: 
 

  
shyen nö shyir ché pong la gompé tü 
Through the power of training to abandon both harming 
others and the attitude behind it, 

  
milam na yang dik sem mi jung shying 
May the thought of doing harm arise not even in my 
dreams; 

  
changchub sem dang nam yang mi dralwé 
May everything be auspicious for me to have that perfect 
discipline, 

  
tsultrim punsum tsokpé trashi shok 
Which never diverges from the altruistic mind of 
bodhichitta! 
 

 
After all the dharma practices and virtuous deeds we do,OM DHU RU 

DHU RU DZA YE MU KHE SOHA recite seven times will increase them 
ten million times more.                                                                                                                     

nyönmongpé mi dziwar nampar drolwé déwa la 
rekpar népar gyur chik 
May I attain the bliss of complete liberation, that is free 
from the oppression of negative emotions. 

And: 

  
trim kyi tsultrim kyön mé ching 
May my discipline be free from any flaw, 

  
tsultrim nampar dak dang den 
May my discipline be completely pure, 

  
lom sem mépé tsultrim kyi 
With discipline devoid of complacent pride, 

  
tsultrim parol chin dzok shok 
May I complete the paramita of discipline. 
 

And: 

  
gyalwa kun gyi jé su lob gyur té 
Following in all the buddhas’ footsteps, 

  
zangpo chöpa yong su dzok ché ching 
May I bring Good Actions to full perfection; 

  
tsultrim chöpa drimé yong dakpa 
May my conduct and discipline be flawless and pure, 
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So nam di yii tham ched zig pa nyid 
By this merit, may all beings attain omniscience 

Thob ne nye pei dra nam pham je ne 
and defeat the enemy of wrongdoing. 
 

Kye ga na chii ba lab trug pa yi 
May they be liberated from the ocean of existence, 
 

Sid pei tso le dro wa dol war shog 
which is shaken by the waves of birth, old age, sickness 
and death. 
 

  
sangye ku sum nyepé jinlab dang 
By the blessings of the buddhas who have attained the 

 
  

chönyi mingyur denpé jinlab dang 
And the unchanging truth of reality 

  
gendün miché dünpé jinlab kyi 
As well as the unwavering aspirations of the Sangha, 

  
jitar ngö wa mönlam drubpar shok 
May all the aspirations and dedication prayers be fulfilled!

 
Dedication 

gewa di yi nyurdu dak 
Through this merit, may I swiftly accomplish the 
realization  

   
seché gyalwa drup gyur né 
Of the buddhas and their bodhisattva heirs 

  
drowa chik kyang malüpa 
And may I bring each and every single living being 

  
de yi sa la göpar shok 
To that perfect state as well. 
 

   
changchup sem chok rinpoche 
May Bodhichitta, precious and sublime: 

  
makyepa nam kye gyur chig                                                                                                                                          
Arise where it has not yet come to be; 

  
kyepa nyampa mepa yang 
And where it has arisen may it never fail; 

  
gong né gong du pelwar shok 
But grow and flourish ever more and more 
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So nam di yii tham ched zig pa nyid 
By this merit, may all beings attain omniscience 

Thob ne nye pei dra nam pham je ne 
and defeat the enemy of wrongdoing. 
 

Kye ga na chii ba lab trug pa yi 
May they be liberated from the ocean of existence, 
 

Sid pei tso le dro wa dol war shog 
which is shaken by the waves of birth, old age, sickness 
and death. 
 

  
sangye ku sum nyepé jinlab dang 
By the blessings of the buddhas who have attained the 

 
  

chönyi mingyur denpé jinlab dang 
And the unchanging truth of reality 

  
gendün miché dünpé jinlab kyi 
As well as the unwavering aspirations of the Sangha, 

  
jitar ngö wa mönlam drubpar shok 
May all the aspirations and dedication prayers be fulfilled!

 
Dedication 

gewa di yi nyurdu dak 
Through this merit, may I swiftly accomplish the 
realization  

   
seché gyalwa drup gyur né 
Of the buddhas and their bodhisattva heirs 

  
drowa chik kyang malüpa 
And may I bring each and every single living being 

  
de yi sa la göpar shok 
To that perfect state as well. 
 

   
changchup sem chok rinpoche 
May Bodhichitta, precious and sublime: 

  
makyepa nam kye gyur chig                                                                                                                                          
Arise where it has not yet come to be; 

  
kyepa nyampa mepa yang 
And where it has arisen may it never fail; 

  
gong né gong du pelwar shok 
But grow and flourish ever more and more 
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jampé gyen pal gedrak paldampa 
Jampé Gyen Pal, Gedrak Paldampa, 

  
künla gongpa gyacher drakpa chen 
Künla Gongpa Gyacher Drakpa Chen, 

  
lhünpo tar paktsal drakpal dang ni 
Lhünpo Tar Paktsal Drakpal, 

  
semchen tamchela gong drakpé pal 
Semchen Tamchela Gong Drakpé Pal, 

  
yitsim dzepa tsal rab drakpal té 
Yitsim Dzepa Tsal Rap Drakpal— 

  
tsen tsam töpé tashi pal pelwa 
Homage to you, the Eight Sugatas, 

  
dewar shekpa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Merely hearing your names increases auspiciousness and 
success! 

  
jampal shyönnu palden dorje dzin 

ni, 
  

chenrezik wang gönpo jampé pal 
 

   
The Verses of the Eight Noble Auspicious Ones 

by Jamgön Mipham Rinpoche 
 
 

  
It is very important to recite this through once before starting on any 

activity; whatever the project, it will work out exactly as you wish. 
 
 

   
om nangsi namdak rangshyin lhündrubpé 
Om! Homage to the Buddha, Dharma & Noble Sangha— 

  
tashi chok chü shying na shyukpa yi 
All that dwell in the auspicious realms of the ten 
directions, 

  
sangye chö dang gendün pakpé tsok 
Where appearance and existence is completely pure, its 
nature spontaneously perfect, 

  
kün la chaktsal dakchak tashi shok 
May everything be auspicious for us all! 

  
drönmé gyalpo tsalten döndrup gong 
Drönmé Gyalpo,Tsalten Döndrup Gong, 

  

jampé gyen pal gedrak paldampa 
Jampé Gyen Pal, Gedrak Paldampa, 

  
künla gongpa gyacher drakpa chen 
Künla Gongpa Gyacher Drakpa Chen, 

  
lhünpo tar paktsal drakpal dang ni 
Lhünpo Tar Paktsal Drakpal, 

  
semchen tamchela gong drakpé pal 
Semchen Tamchela Gong Drakpé Pal, 

  
yitsim dzepa tsal rab drakpal té 
Yitsim Dzepa Tsal Rap Drakpal— 

  
tsen tsam töpé tashi pal pelwa 
Homage to you, the Eight Sugatas, 

  
dewar shekpa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Merely hearing your names increases auspiciousness and 
success! 

  
jampal shyönnu palden dorje dzin 

ni, 
  

chenrezik wang gönpo jampé pal 
 

   
The Verses of the Eight Noble Auspicious Ones 

by Jamgön Mipham Rinpoche 
 
 

  
It is very important to recite this through once before starting on any 

activity; whatever the project, it will work out exactly as you wish. 
 
 

   
om nangsi namdak rangshyin lhündrubpé 
Om! Homage to the Buddha, Dharma & Noble Sangha— 

  
tashi chok chü shying na shyukpa yi 
All that dwell in the auspicious realms of the ten 
directions, 

  
sangye chö dang gendün pakpé tsok 
Where appearance and existence is completely pure, its 
nature spontaneously perfect, 

  
kün la chaktsal dakchak tashi shok 
May everything be auspicious for us all! 

  
drönmé gyalpo tsalten döndrup gong 
Drönmé Gyalpo,Tsalten Döndrup Gong, 
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jampé gyen pal gedrak paldampa 
Jampé Gyen Pal, Gedrak Paldampa, 

  
künla gongpa gyacher drakpa chen 
Künla Gongpa Gyacher Drakpa Chen, 

  
lhünpo tar paktsal drakpal dang ni 
Lhünpo Tar Paktsal Drakpal, 

  
semchen tamchela gong drakpé pal 
Semchen Tamchela Gong Drakpé Pal, 

  
yitsim dzepa tsal rab drakpal té 
Yitsim Dzepa Tsal Rap Drakpal— 

  
tsen tsam töpé tashi pal pelwa 
Homage to you, the Eight Sugatas, 

  
dewar shekpa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Merely hearing your names increases auspiciousness and 
success! 

  
jampal shyönnu palden dorje dzin 

ni, 
  

chenrezik wang gönpo jampé pal 
 

   
The Verses of the Eight Noble Auspicious Ones 

by Jamgön Mipham Rinpoche 
 
 

  
It is very important to recite this through once before starting on any 

activity; whatever the project, it will work out exactly as you wish. 
 
 

   
om nangsi namdak rangshyin lhündrubpé 
Om! Homage to the Buddha, Dharma & Noble Sangha— 

  
tashi chok chü shying na shyukpa yi 
All that dwell in the auspicious realms of the ten 
directions, 

  
sangye chö dang gendün pakpé tsok 
Where appearance and existence is completely pure, its 
nature spontaneously perfect, 

  
kün la chaktsal dakchak tashi shok 
May everything be auspicious for us all! 

  
drönmé gyalpo tsalten döndrup gong 
Drönmé Gyalpo,Tsalten Döndrup Gong, 
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nyendrak dung dang püntsok pal be'u 
The conch of fame and glory, the glorious knot of 
prosperity, 

  
minub gyaltsen wanggyur khorlo té 
The eternal banner of victory and the all-powerful wheel: 

  
rinchen tak chok gyé kyi chaktsen chen 
Holding these eight most precious emblems 

  
chok dü gyalwa chö ching gyé kyema 
Are the creators of delight, making offerings to the 
buddhas of all directions and times. 

  
gek sok ngowo drenpé pal pelwé 
Homage to you, the Eight Auspicious Goddesses—Beauty, 
Garlands, Song, Dance, Flowers, Incense, Light and 
Perfume- 

  
tashi lhamo gyé la chaktsal lo 
Merely thinking of you makes success grow more and 
more! 

  
tsangpa chenpo dejung semebu 

, Siva and Visnu, 
  

  
sa yi nyingpo dribpa nampar sel 
Ks naviskambhin, 

  
namkhé nyingpo pakchok kuntuzang 

— 
  

utpal dorje pekar lushing dang 
Utpala -tree, 

  
norbu dawa raldri nyima yi 
Jewel, moon, sword and sun— 

  
chaktsen lek nam tashi pal gyi chok 
Gracefully holding your emblems, and supreme in 
granting auspiciousness and success, 

  
changchub sempa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Homage to you, the Eight Bodhisattvas! 

  
rinchen duk chok tashi ser gyi nya 
The most precious umbrella, the auspicious golden fishes, 

  
dö jung bum zang yi ong kamala 
The wish-  kamala 
flower, 

  
nyendrak dung dang püntsok pal be'u 
The conch of fame and glory, the glorious knot of 
prosperity, 

  
minub gyaltsen wanggyur khorlo té 
The eternal banner of victory and the all-powerful wheel: 

  
rinchen tak chok gyé kyi chaktsen chen 
Holding these eight most precious emblems 

  
chok dü gyalwa chö ching gyé kyema 
Are the creators of delight, making offerings to the 
buddhas of all directions and times. 

  
gek sok ngowo drenpé pal pelwé 
Homage to you, the Eight Auspicious Goddesses—Beauty, 
Garlands, Song, Dance, Flowers, Incense, Light and 
Perfume- 

  
tashi lhamo gyé la chaktsal lo 
Merely thinking of you makes success grow more and 
more! 

  
tsangpa chenpo dejung semebu 

, Siva and Visnu, 
  

  
sa yi nyingpo dribpa nampar sel 
Ks naviskambhin, 

  
namkhé nyingpo pakchok kuntuzang 

— 
  

utpal dorje pekar lushing dang 
Utpala -tree, 

  
norbu dawa raldri nyima yi 
Jewel, moon, sword and sun— 

  
chaktsen lek nam tashi pal gyi chok 
Gracefully holding your emblems, and supreme in 
granting auspiciousness and success, 

  
changchub sempa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Homage to you, the Eight Bodhisattvas! 

  
rinchen duk chok tashi ser gyi nya 
The most precious umbrella, the auspicious golden fishes, 

  
dö jung bum zang yi ong kamala 
The wish-  kamala 
flower, 
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nyendrak dung dang püntsok pal be'u 
The conch of fame and glory, the glorious knot of 
prosperity, 

  
minub gyaltsen wanggyur khorlo té 
The eternal banner of victory and the all-powerful wheel: 

  
rinchen tak chok gyé kyi chaktsen chen 
Holding these eight most precious emblems 

  
chok dü gyalwa chö ching gyé kyema 
Are the creators of delight, making offerings to the 
buddhas of all directions and times. 

  
gek sok ngowo drenpé pal pelwé 
Homage to you, the Eight Auspicious Goddesses—Beauty, 
Garlands, Song, Dance, Flowers, Incense, Light and 
Perfume- 

  
tashi lhamo gyé la chaktsal lo 
Merely thinking of you makes success grow more and 
more! 

  
tsangpa chenpo dejung semebu 

, Siva and Visnu, 
  

  
sa yi nyingpo dribpa nampar sel 
Ks naviskambhin, 

  
namkhé nyingpo pakchok kuntuzang 

— 
  

utpal dorje pekar lushing dang 
Utpala -tree, 

  
norbu dawa raldri nyima yi 
Jewel, moon, sword and sun— 

  
chaktsen lek nam tashi pal gyi chok 
Gracefully holding your emblems, and supreme in 
granting auspiciousness and success, 

  
changchub sempa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Homage to you, the Eight Bodhisattvas! 

  
rinchen duk chok tashi ser gyi nya 
The most precious umbrella, the auspicious golden fishes, 

  
dö jung bum zang yi ong kamala 
The wish-  kamala 
flower, 
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dödön pal pel samdön yishyin drub 
Meet with ever-  

  
tashi delek pünsum tsokpar shok 
Bring good fortune, prosperity, happiness and peace! 
 
 

  
  

  
  

  
“Recite this prayer when you wake up, and you will accomplish all your 

aims for the day. Recite it when you go to sleep, and you will have good 
dreams. Recite it before a conflict, and you will be completely victorious. 
Recite it when you embark on any project, and you will be successful. If 
you recite this prayer every day, the length of your life, your splendour, 
renown, and wealth will all increase, you will find perfect happiness, you 

will accomplish your aims exactly as you wish, all harmful actions and 
obscurations will be purified and all your wishes for higher realms, 

liberation and omniscience will be fulfilled.” These are the words of the 
Buddha himself. 

This prayer arose from the lake of Jampal Gyepé Dorje’s mind on the 
third day of the third month of the Fire Monkey year (1896), an 

auspicious time according to the configuration of planets, sun and 
constellations. 

Mangalam!   

mik tong den dang gyalpo yulkhor sung 
Indra the Thousand-Eyed, the Kings Dhar stra, 

  
pak kyepo dang luwang mikmizang 

sa  
  

namtösé té lhadzé khorlo dang 
ana—each one holding your divine emblem: 

  
trishula dang dungtung dorje chen 
Wheel, trident, lance, vajra, 

  
piwam raldri chöten gyaltsen dzin 
Violin — 

  
sa sum né su gelek tashi pel 
Homage to you, the Eight Guardians of the World, 

  
jikten kyongwa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Who make auspiciousness and positivity grow in the 
three realms! 

  
dakchak deng dir jawa tsompa la 

 
  

gek dang nyewar tsewa kün shyi né 
May the work we are now about to begin 

  
dödön pal pel samdön yishyin drub 
Meet with ever-  

  
tashi delek pünsum tsokpar shok 
Bring good fortune, prosperity, happiness and peace! 
 
 

  
  

  
  

  
“Recite this prayer when you wake up, and you will accomplish all your 

aims for the day. Recite it when you go to sleep, and you will have good 
dreams. Recite it before a conflict, and you will be completely victorious. 
Recite it when you embark on any project, and you will be successful. If 
you recite this prayer every day, the length of your life, your splendour, 
renown, and wealth will all increase, you will find perfect happiness, you 

will accomplish your aims exactly as you wish, all harmful actions and 
obscurations will be purified and all your wishes for higher realms, 

liberation and omniscience will be fulfilled.” These are the words of the 
Buddha himself. 

This prayer arose from the lake of Jampal Gyepé Dorje’s mind on the 
third day of the third month of the Fire Monkey year (1896), an 

auspicious time according to the configuration of planets, sun and 
constellations. 

Mangalam!   

mik tong den dang gyalpo yulkhor sung 
Indra the Thousand-Eyed, the Kings Dhar stra, 

  
pak kyepo dang luwang mikmizang 

sa  
  

namtösé té lhadzé khorlo dang 
ana—each one holding your divine emblem: 

  
trishula dang dungtung dorje chen 
Wheel, trident, lance, vajra, 

  
piwam raldri chöten gyaltsen dzin 
Violin — 

  
sa sum né su gelek tashi pel 
Homage to you, the Eight Guardians of the World, 

  
jikten kyongwa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Who make auspiciousness and positivity grow in the 
three realms! 

  
dakchak deng dir jawa tsompa la 

 
  

gek dang nyewar tsewa kün shyi né 
May the work we are now about to begin 
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dödön pal pel samdön yishyin drub 
Meet with ever-  

  
tashi delek pünsum tsokpar shok 
Bring good fortune, prosperity, happiness and peace! 
 
 

  
  

  
  

  
“Recite this prayer when you wake up, and you will accomplish all your 

aims for the day. Recite it when you go to sleep, and you will have good 
dreams. Recite it before a conflict, and you will be completely victorious. 
Recite it when you embark on any project, and you will be successful. If 
you recite this prayer every day, the length of your life, your splendour, 
renown, and wealth will all increase, you will find perfect happiness, you 

will accomplish your aims exactly as you wish, all harmful actions and 
obscurations will be purified and all your wishes for higher realms, 

liberation and omniscience will be fulfilled.” These are the words of the 
Buddha himself. 

This prayer arose from the lake of Jampal Gyepé Dorje’s mind on the 
third day of the third month of the Fire Monkey year (1896), an 

auspicious time according to the configuration of planets, sun and 
constellations. 

Mangalam!   

mik tong den dang gyalpo yulkhor sung 
Indra the Thousand-Eyed, the Kings Dhar stra, 

  
pak kyepo dang luwang mikmizang 

sa  
  

namtösé té lhadzé khorlo dang 
ana—each one holding your divine emblem: 

  
trishula dang dungtung dorje chen 
Wheel, trident, lance, vajra, 

  
piwam raldri chöten gyaltsen dzin 
Violin — 

  
sa sum né su gelek tashi pel 
Homage to you, the Eight Guardians of the World, 

  
jikten kyongwa gyé la chaktsal lo 
Who make auspiciousness and positivity grow in the 
three realms! 

  
dakchak deng dir jawa tsompa la 

 
  

gek dang nyewar tsewa kün shyi né 
May the work we are now about to begin 
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I pay homage with respectful body, speech, and mind. 
 

chi nang sang wa de shyin nyi kyi cho 
I offer outer, inner, secret, and ultimate offerings.  
 

ten chok de shye nam kyi chen nga ru 
In front of the eyes of the sugatas (blessed ones or 
buddhas) of supreme support.  
 

ngon gyi dik pai tsok la dak nong shying 
I feel guilt of the misdeeds of the past, 
 

da tai mi ge jo pe rab tu shak 
And with regret I deeply confess the non-virtuous deeds I 
have done in the present,  
 

chin che de le dok chir dak gi dham  
From now on I will restrain myself In order to turn away 
from it.  
 

so nam ge tsok kunla yi rang ngo 
I rejoice in everyone’s merits and virtuous actions. 
 

gyal wi tsok nam nya ngen mida war 
Assembly of Buddhas, please do not pass into nirvana, 
  

de no sum dang la me cho khor kor 
And turn the supreme dharma wheel of the three 
scriptural collections. 

 
Aspiration Prayers Of Ten Directions  

and Four Seasons. 
 

 

(Namo guru. Guru Rinpoche spoke this aspiration prayer on the tenth day 
of monkey year and monkey month, upon the opening of the vajradhatu 

mandala in Samye printing house. Since then, everyone including the 
emperor and all of his subjects practiced daily. Followers in the future 

should also focus on this practice.   
 

chok chu du shyi gyal wa se dang che 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions and four 
seasons  
 

lama yidam kha dro cho chong tsok 
Guru, yidam, dakinis and the assembly of dharma 
protectors 
 

ma lu shing gi dul yne she su sol 
All without exception as numerous as atoms in the 
realms, I request your presence, please come. 
 

dun gyi nam khar pe di den la shyuk  
Please sit on lotus and moon cushions in the space in 
front of me.  
 

lu ngak yi sum gu pe chak tsal lo 

I pay homage with respectful body, speech, and mind. 
 

chi nang sang wa de shyin nyi kyi cho 
I offer outer, inner, secret, and ultimate offerings.  
 

ten chok de shye nam kyi chen nga ru 
In front of the eyes of the sugatas (blessed ones or 
buddhas) of supreme support.  
 

ngon gyi dik pai tsok la dak nong shying 
I feel guilt of the misdeeds of the past, 
 

da tai mi ge jo pe rab tu shak 
And with regret I deeply confess the non-virtuous deeds I 
have done in the present,  
 

chin che de le dok chir dak gi dham  
From now on I will restrain myself In order to turn away 
from it.  
 

so nam ge tsok kunla yi rang ngo 
I rejoice in everyone’s merits and virtuous actions. 
 

gyal wi tsok nam nya ngen mida war 
Assembly of Buddhas, please do not pass into nirvana, 
  

de no sum dang la me cho khor kor 
And turn the supreme dharma wheel of the three 
scriptural collections. 

 
Aspiration Prayers Of Ten Directions  

and Four Seasons. 
 

 

(Namo guru. Guru Rinpoche spoke this aspiration prayer on the tenth day 
of monkey year and monkey month, upon the opening of the vajradhatu 

mandala in Samye printing house. Since then, everyone including the 
emperor and all of his subjects practiced daily. Followers in the future 

should also focus on this practice.   
 

chok chu du shyi gyal wa se dang che 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions and four 
seasons  
 

lama yidam kha dro cho chong tsok 
Guru, yidam, dakinis and the assembly of dharma 
protectors 
 

ma lu shing gi dul yne she su sol 
All without exception as numerous as atoms in the 
realms, I request your presence, please come. 
 

dun gyi nam khar pe di den la shyuk  
Please sit on lotus and moon cushions in the space in 
front of me.  
 

lu ngak yi sum gu pe chak tsal lo 
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I pay homage with respectful body, speech, and mind. 
 

chi nang sang wa de shyin nyi kyi cho 
I offer outer, inner, secret, and ultimate offerings.  
 

ten chok de shye nam kyi chen nga ru 
In front of the eyes of the sugatas (blessed ones or 
buddhas) of supreme support.  
 

ngon gyi dik pai tsok la dak nong shying 
I feel guilt of the misdeeds of the past, 
 

da tai mi ge jo pe rab tu shak 
And with regret I deeply confess the non-virtuous deeds I 
have done in the present,  
 

chin che de le dok chir dak gi dham  
From now on I will restrain myself In order to turn away 
from it.  
 

so nam ge tsok kunla yi rang ngo 
I rejoice in everyone’s merits and virtuous actions. 
 

gyal wi tsok nam nya ngen mida war 
Assembly of Buddhas, please do not pass into nirvana, 
  

de no sum dang la me cho khor kor 
And turn the supreme dharma wheel of the three 
scriptural collections. 

 
Aspiration Prayers Of Ten Directions  

and Four Seasons. 
 

 

(Namo guru. Guru Rinpoche spoke this aspiration prayer on the tenth day 
of monkey year and monkey month, upon the opening of the vajradhatu 

mandala in Samye printing house. Since then, everyone including the 
emperor and all of his subjects practiced daily. Followers in the future 

should also focus on this practice.   
 

chok chu du shyi gyal wa se dang che 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions and four 
seasons  
 

lama yidam kha dro cho chong tsok 
Guru, yidam, dakinis and the assembly of dharma 
protectors 
 

ma lu shing gi dul yne she su sol 
All without exception as numerous as atoms in the 
realms, I request your presence, please come. 
 

dun gyi nam khar pe di den la shyuk  
Please sit on lotus and moon cushions in the space in 
front of me.  
 

lu ngak yi sum gu pe chak tsal lo 
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nam kha shyin du kun la chab par shok 
May they pervasively reach everywhere like space.   
 

nyi dha shyin du kun la sal war shok 
May they illuminate everywhere like the sun and moon, 
 

ri wo shyin du tak tu ten par shok 
May they always remain as steady as the mountains.  
 

ten pai shyi ma ge dun rinpo che  
The precious sangha who are the foundation of the 
doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

thuk thun trim tsang lab sum gyi chuk shok 
May they be harmonious, pure in morality, and attain the 
richness of the three trainings of knowledge 
 

ten pai nying po sang ngak drub pai dhe  
The practitioners of tantric teachings which are the 
essence of the doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

dam tsik den shying kye dzok thar chin shok 
May they maintain their samayas and perfect the 
practices of the creation and completion stages.   
 

ten pai jin dak cho kyong gyal po yang 
Also the dharma sovereigns who are sponsors of the 
doctrinal teaching of Buddha, 
 

ge tsok ma lu dro wi gyula ngo 
All the merits, without exception I dedicate to sentient 
beings.   
 

dro nam la me the pai ser chin shok 
I pray that all the beings attain supreme liberation.  
 

sang gye se che dak la gong su sol 
All the Buddhas and Bodhisatvas, please pay heed to me. 
 

dak gi tsam pai mon lam rab zang di 
With this great aspiration that I am undertaking, 
 

gyal wa kun tu zang dang de se dang 
May I learn the exalted knowledge of Buddha 
Samantabhadra, his heir, 
 

phak pa jam pal yang kyi chen pa tar 
And Arya Manjushri’s wisdom likewise,. 
  

de dang kun gyi je su dak yi rang 
May I practice and follow all of them 
 

ten pai pal gyur lama rin chen nam 
The precious gurus who are the magnificence of the 
doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

nam kha shyin du kun la chab par shok 
May they pervasively reach everywhere like space.   
 

nyi dha shyin du kun la sal war shok 
May they illuminate everywhere like the sun and moon, 
 

ri wo shyin du tak tu ten par shok 
May they always remain as steady as the mountains.  
 

ten pai shyi ma ge dun rinpo che  
The precious sangha who are the foundation of the 
doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

thuk thun trim tsang lab sum gyi chuk shok 
May they be harmonious, pure in morality, and attain the 
richness of the three trainings of knowledge 
 

ten pai nying po sang ngak drub pai dhe  
The practitioners of tantric teachings which are the 
essence of the doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

dam tsik den shying kye dzok thar chin shok 
May they maintain their samayas and perfect the 
practices of the creation and completion stages.   
 

ten pai jin dak cho kyong gyal po yang 
Also the dharma sovereigns who are sponsors of the 
doctrinal teaching of Buddha, 
 

ge tsok ma lu dro wi gyula ngo 
All the merits, without exception I dedicate to sentient 
beings.   
 

dro nam la me the pai ser chin shok 
I pray that all the beings attain supreme liberation.  
 

sang gye se che dak la gong su sol 
All the Buddhas and Bodhisatvas, please pay heed to me. 
 

dak gi tsam pai mon lam rab zang di 
With this great aspiration that I am undertaking, 
 

gyal wa kun tu zang dang de se dang 
May I learn the exalted knowledge of Buddha 
Samantabhadra, his heir, 
 

phak pa jam pal yang kyi chen pa tar 
And Arya Manjushri’s wisdom likewise,. 
  

de dang kun gyi je su dak yi rang 
May I practice and follow all of them 
 

ten pai pal gyur lama rin chen nam 
The precious gurus who are the magnificence of the 
doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
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nam kha shyin du kun la chab par shok 
May they pervasively reach everywhere like space.   
 

nyi dha shyin du kun la sal war shok 
May they illuminate everywhere like the sun and moon, 
 

ri wo shyin du tak tu ten par shok 
May they always remain as steady as the mountains.  
 

ten pai shyi ma ge dun rinpo che  
The precious sangha who are the foundation of the 
doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

thuk thun trim tsang lab sum gyi chuk shok 
May they be harmonious, pure in morality, and attain the 
richness of the three trainings of knowledge 
 

ten pai nying po sang ngak drub pai dhe  
The practitioners of tantric teachings which are the 
essence of the doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

dam tsik den shying kye dzok thar chin shok 
May they maintain their samayas and perfect the 
practices of the creation and completion stages.   
 

ten pai jin dak cho kyong gyal po yang 
Also the dharma sovereigns who are sponsors of the 
doctrinal teaching of Buddha, 
 

ge tsok ma lu dro wi gyula ngo 
All the merits, without exception I dedicate to sentient 
beings.   
 

dro nam la me the pai ser chin shok 
I pray that all the beings attain supreme liberation.  
 

sang gye se che dak la gong su sol 
All the Buddhas and Bodhisatvas, please pay heed to me. 
 

dak gi tsam pai mon lam rab zang di 
With this great aspiration that I am undertaking, 
 

gyal wa kun tu zang dang de se dang 
May I learn the exalted knowledge of Buddha 
Samantabhadra, his heir, 
 

phak pa jam pal yang kyi chen pa tar 
And Arya Manjushri’s wisdom likewise,. 
  

de dang kun gyi je su dak yi rang 
May I practice and follow all of them 
 

ten pai pal gyur lama rin chen nam 
The precious gurus who are the magnificence of the 
doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
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dam tsik mi nyam sam pa drub par shok 
May I accomplish my wishes and not violate the 
samayas. 
 

dak la zang ngen le kyi drel gyur gang 
Whoever, whether good or bad and karmically connected 
to me, 
 

ne kab thar thuk hyal we je dzin shok 
May they presently and ultimately be protected and led 
by Buddha. 
 

dro nam la me the pai gor shyuk ne  
May all beings enter into the door of the supreme vehicle, 
 

kun zang gyal sic hen pot hob par shok 
And attain the great kingdom of the primordial Buddha. 
(Buddha Samantabhadra)   

Strive to practice this aspiration prayer six times a day and night. 
Samayagya. This terma, on Vairotsana’s robe with Yeshe Tsogyal’s 

handwriting, was found in the holy place at the right corner of Sengchen 
Namdrag cliff.  The terma, under that jewel- heap-like rock, was publicly 

discovered and brought to light by Chokgyur Dechen Lingpa, a great 
treasure revealer and manifestation of prince Mirub. Immediately then, 

Padma Garwang Lodro Thaye transcribed it without mistake. May it 
increase virtuous activity and happiness. 

chab sig ye shing ten la men par shok 
May they benefit Buddha’s teachings and may their 
political powers increase.  
 

ten pai shyab deb gyal rik lon po yang 
The ministers and officials who serve the doctrinal 
teachings of Buddha, 
 

lo dro rab phel tsal dang den par shok 
May their wisdom and knowledge increase and be skillful. 
 

ten pai so je chim dak jor den nam 
The wealthy house holders, those who are caretakers of 
the doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

long cho den shying nyer tse me par shok 
May they be wealthier and free of fear and harm. 
 

ten la de pai yang pai gyal khab kun 
All the countries and devotees of the doctrinal teachings 
of Buddha, 
 

de kyi den shying bar che me par shok 
May they possess comfort, happiness and be free of 
obstacles. 
 

lam la ne pain al jor dak nyi kyang  
I, the yogi who remains on the path, 
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dam tsik mi nyam sam pa drub par shok 
May I accomplish my wishes and not violate the 
samayas. 
 

dak la zang ngen le kyi drel gyur gang 
Whoever, whether good or bad and karmically connected 
to me, 
 

ne kab thar thuk hyal we je dzin shok 
May they presently and ultimately be protected and led 
by Buddha. 
 

dro nam la me the pai gor shyuk ne  
May all beings enter into the door of the supreme vehicle, 
 

kun zang gyal sic hen pot hob par shok 
And attain the great kingdom of the primordial Buddha. 
(Buddha Samantabhadra)   

Strive to practice this aspiration prayer six times a day and night. 
Samayagya. This terma, on Vairotsana’s robe with Yeshe Tsogyal’s 

handwriting, was found in the holy place at the right corner of Sengchen 
Namdrag cliff.  The terma, under that jewel- heap-like rock, was publicly 

discovered and brought to light by Chokgyur Dechen Lingpa, a great 
treasure revealer and manifestation of prince Mirub. Immediately then, 

Padma Garwang Lodro Thaye transcribed it without mistake. May it 
increase virtuous activity and happiness. 

chab sig ye shing ten la men par shok 
May they benefit Buddha’s teachings and may their 
political powers increase.  
 

ten pai shyab deb gyal rik lon po yang 
The ministers and officials who serve the doctrinal 
teachings of Buddha, 
 

lo dro rab phel tsal dang den par shok 
May their wisdom and knowledge increase and be skillful. 
 

ten pai so je chim dak jor den nam 
The wealthy house holders, those who are caretakers of 
the doctrinal teachings of Buddha, 
 

long cho den shying nyer tse me par shok 
May they be wealthier and free of fear and harm. 
 

ten la de pai yang pai gyal khab kun 
All the countries and devotees of the doctrinal teachings 
of Buddha, 
 

de kyi den shying bar che me par shok 
May they possess comfort, happiness and be free of 
obstacles. 
 

lam la ne pain al jor dak nyi kyang  
I, the yogi who remains on the path, 
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dak ni di né tsé pö gyur ma tak 
When the time comes for me to leave this present life, 
 

kyewa shyen gyi bar ma chö pa ru 
May I go there directly, without any other birth upon the 
way, 
 

dé ru kyé né nang té shyal tong shok 
And being reborn there, may I see Amitabha face to face! 
 

dé ké dak gi mönlam tabpa di 
May this, my fervent prayer of aspiration, 
 

chok chüi sangyé chang sem tamché kyi 
Be blessed by all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten 
directions 
  
gek mé drubpar chin gyi lap tu sol 
So that it is accomplished, without the slightest 
hindrance! 
 

TEYATA PENTSIN DRIYA AWA BODHANAYÉ SOHA

When Tulku Mingyur Dorje was thirteen years old, on the 7th day of the 
month of Saga Dawa, Fire Bird year (1657), he had a vision of the deities 

of the mandala, and Buddha Amitabha spoke these words directly. 

Brief Amitabha Aspiration Prayer 
 
 

EMAHO! ngo tsar sangyé nangwa tayé dang 
Wonderful Amitabha, magnificent Buddha of Boundless 
Light, 
  
yé su jowo tukjé chenpo dang 
With the great compassionate lord Avalokiteshvara to his 
right, 
 

yön du sempa tu chen top nam la 
And the mighty bodhisattva Vajrapani on his left, 
 

sangyé chang sem pakmé khor gyi kor 
Surrounded by an assembly of countless buddhas and 
bodhisattvas 
 

dé kyi ngo tsar pak tu mépa yi 
In the place of wonder and boundless joy and 
happiness— 
 

dewa chen shyé ja wé shying kham der 
That is the heavenly realm of Sukhavati, the Blissful 
Paradise. 
 

dak ni di né tsé pö gyur ma tak 
When the time comes for me to leave this present life, 
 

kyewa shyen gyi bar ma chö pa ru 
May I go there directly, without any other birth upon the 
way, 
 

dé ru kyé né nang té shyal tong shok 
And being reborn there, may I see Amitabha face to face! 
 

dé ké dak gi mönlam tabpa di 
May this, my fervent prayer of aspiration, 
 

chok chüi sangyé chang sem tamché kyi 
Be blessed by all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten 
directions 
  
gek mé drubpar chin gyi lap tu sol 
So that it is accomplished, without the slightest 
hindrance! 
 

TEYATA PENTSIN DRIYA AWA BODHANAYÉ SOHA

When Tulku Mingyur Dorje was thirteen years old, on the 7th day of the 
month of Saga Dawa, Fire Bird year (1657), he had a vision of the deities 

of the mandala, and Buddha Amitabha spoke these words directly. 

Brief Amitabha Aspiration Prayer 
 
 

EMAHO! ngo tsar sangyé nangwa tayé dang 
Wonderful Amitabha, magnificent Buddha of Boundless 
Light, 
  
yé su jowo tukjé chenpo dang 
With the great compassionate lord Avalokiteshvara to his 
right, 
 

yön du sempa tu chen top nam la 
And the mighty bodhisattva Vajrapani on his left, 
 

sangyé chang sem pakmé khor gyi kor 
Surrounded by an assembly of countless buddhas and 
bodhisattvas 
 

dé kyi ngo tsar pak tu mépa yi 
In the place of wonder and boundless joy and 
happiness— 
 

dewa chen shyé ja wé shying kham der 
That is the heavenly realm of Sukhavati, the Blissful 
Paradise. 
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dak ni di né tsé pö gyur ma tak 
When the time comes for me to leave this present life, 
 

kyewa shyen gyi bar ma chö pa ru 
May I go there directly, without any other birth upon the 
way, 
 

dé ru kyé né nang té shyal tong shok 
And being reborn there, may I see Amitabha face to face! 
 

dé ké dak gi mönlam tabpa di 
May this, my fervent prayer of aspiration, 
 

chok chüi sangyé chang sem tamché kyi 
Be blessed by all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten 
directions 
  
gek mé drubpar chin gyi lap tu sol 
So that it is accomplished, without the slightest 
hindrance! 
 

TEYATA PENTSIN DRIYA AWA BODHANAYÉ SOHA

When Tulku Mingyur Dorje was thirteen years old, on the 7th day of the 
month of Saga Dawa, Fire Bird year (1657), he had a vision of the deities 

of the mandala, and Buddha Amitabha spoke these words directly. 

Brief Amitabha Aspiration Prayer 
 
 

EMAHO! ngo tsar sangyé nangwa tayé dang 
Wonderful Amitabha, magnificent Buddha of Boundless 
Light, 
  
yé su jowo tukjé chenpo dang 
With the great compassionate lord Avalokiteshvara to his 
right, 
 

yön du sempa tu chen top nam la 
And the mighty bodhisattva Vajrapani on his left, 
 

sangyé chang sem pakmé khor gyi kor 
Surrounded by an assembly of countless buddhas and 
bodhisattvas 
 

dé kyi ngo tsar pak tu mépa yi 
In the place of wonder and boundless joy and 
happiness— 
 

dewa chen shyé ja wé shying kham der 
That is the heavenly realm of Sukhavati, the Blissful 
Paradise. 
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